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Q4

TRAINING AND EDUCATION - Please provide detailed information on your new hire and on-going training programs.
Please specifically address content, testing, evaluation/analysis, and methodology. Share the qualifications and training
for your trainers. Define additional training modules and target skill sets. Explain how you determine and address training
and knowledge gaps over time. Describe how training programs are allocated and include any incentive programs that
you have implemented around training. (10%)

The NMC training experience begins with the recruitment and hiring process. NMC’s highly trained professional recruiters seek 
candidates that meet a specific profile classification needed for this type of work.  The recruiters use a variety of technologies to aid in 
this process including aptitude testing and skill set profiling. The candidates who match the profile have a proven historically high rate 
of success and those candidates will then be moved to the interview and screening phase. This phase is managed by a training 
management team who are highly skilled at identifying the optimal candidate for the Alarm Agent position. This team runs candidates 
through a series of tests and interview screening processes using both technology and interactive hands-on strategies.   

Candidates that make it through the pre-employment screening and in-person interviews are offered positions with the company as 
Alarm Agent Recruits and enrolled into the NMC Basic Training Academy (BTA). The Basic Training Academy curriculum teaches 
recruits about the background & history of the alarm industry, technology used in the alarm industry, alarm response laws, protocols, 
and dialogues.  The training program is modular and structured into several phases. NMC’s Learning Management Systems (LMS) 
technology is a computerized learning system which will aid instructors with the teaching program content and evaluations to ensure 
that recruits are retaining and learning the content. The LMS helps to identify learning gaps along the way and suggested guidance to 
overcome said gaps. During the interactive learning phase, the instructors will use our Alarm Simulators to generate all types of alarm 
signals. This process creates a rich learning environment allowing the recruits to practice their alarm handling skills and call dialogues 
in interactive role-playing exercises with fellow recruits and class instructors. To graduate from the Basic Training Academy, Alarm 
Agent Recruits must pass all the written exams and demonstrate in a class setting that they can successfully execute the handling of 
all alarm signal types. Agents who move to the on-job training phase will be assigned to a shift integration instructor who will sit with 
the recruits and help them integrate into the environment. During this phase of the training all alarm activity is monitored in real time 
and final instruction is provided to fill gaps as needed. Agents that successfully complete the 90-day final examinations and hands-on 
demonstrations will be promoted and certified as an Alarm Agent. As part of the Basic Training Academy, all alarm agents become 
TMA Five Diamond Certified, medical handling certified, and licensed in all States and jurisdictions that require registration and 
licensing for Alarm Agents.   

Alarm Agents 6-month continued education and training phase: This phase of the NMC’s Learning Management System (LMS) 
focuses on enhanced call taking and customer service skills, dispute resolution tactics and communications skills. Agents must 
successfully pass all written examinations and demonstrate that they can execute the program successfully.   

 Alarm Agent 12 month continued education training phase: This phase of NMC’s Learning Management Systems (LMS) focuses on 
advanced technology training to teach alarm agents how to use more advanced and specialized alarm industry technology. Monitoring 
services covered in this phase are Video Monitoring, MPERS, Elevator calls, emergency phone monitoring, and Tier One Technical 
Support services handling. These are just a few examples of the 12 Month Continued Education training.
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Q5

DISASTER RECOVERY - Please explain your center’s disaster recovery solution. Provide details relevant to its scope,
how you train to the plan and how/when you test the plan. (Note: It is acceptable to submit a copy of the outline page of
your plan.) (10%)

Disaster recovery has long been at the core of NMC’s operating strategy. From day one, NMC implemented internal redundancies in 
equipment and power that exceeded even UL requirements. Redundancy, disaster recovery, and business continuity are embedded 
into NMC’s DNA and core culture.  

 NMC is dedicated to maintaining, improving, and adjusting to the already robust redundancy plans year over year. We take a deeper 
dive into what we completed that year and review new technologies that are available for potential integration and application before 
rolling out a comprehensive plan to further improve our systems and processes.   

 Today, NMC applies a multi-layered approach to redundancy which is broken down into several categories. NMC has comprehensive 
documented disaster recovery and business continuity plans which includes Telecom, IP and station rollover redundancies. We have 
back up carriers for our Telecom communications so that if our primary Telecom carrier experiences a disruption or failure, the service 
will automatically failover to our back up carrier. We also utilize border gateway protocol (BGP) in all our IP communications. This 
means that we have a primary carrier on IP communications that can automatically failover to a backup carrier in the event of a failure 
of the primary carrier.   

Telecom Redundancy:  NMC has robust telecom redundancies that ensure alarm signals transmit alarm signal data to NMC’s 
monitoring stations. We utilize multiple carriers and redundant network systems. Alarm dealers have multiple options starting with the 
industry leading TouchTone service.  Alarm Dealers on this service program their toll-free traffic and send alarm signals on this network 
which balances the traffic over multiple carriers (Verizon, CenturyLink, and AT&T). Dealers on this network have built-in redundancy 
that will provide real-time solutions for carrying outages. For example, if one carrier experiences a drop in their network, the signal will 
leverage the other networks to ensure that it reaches one of NMC’s Monitoring Stations without interruption or delay.   

 Another layer of telecom redundancy is NMC’s dedicated AT&T circuit that acts as a fourth level backup. When alarm dealers are on-
boarded they are given back-up AT&T numbers that will allow yet another layer of telecom redundancy should all the TouchTone 
carriers drop. NMC also has dedicated local termination numbers that dealers may leverage if all toll-free lines are down. We use Cox 
communication locally and have underground tunnels for each facility. NMC provides separate underground tunnels for Cox and AT&T 
to provide local termination redundancy for all inbound lines. Again, this is very unique to NMC and helps protect against local or last 
mile problems entering the NMC telecom network.  

Monitoring Station Redundancy is critical and alarm dealers with NMC are setup with two identical receiver and telecom configurations 
at both the California and Texas UL listed & FM approved stations. This enables NMC to immediately move all the telecom traffic to 
any of our monitoring stations with a flip of a switch or a single phone call. This is critically important if there is a complete facility 
disaster or city infrastructure disaster whereby one of the buildings is inaccessible. Each dealer has dedicated receiver lines at each 
center which is also tested on a quarterly basis to ensure that all communications are accurate and working properly.   

 As stated earlier, NMC has two fully redundant central stations, two back-up generators per central station and backup servers. We 
have 4 redundant MASterMind SQL servers (2 in CA and 2 in TX). We also exceed UL UPS requirements with 4 hours of available 
battery backup at each facility.  

Monitoring Station Redundancies: NMC is also UL827A listed for Central Station Hosted services which certifies NMC to provide 
dependable back-up to other UL listed monitoring centers. This listing allowed NMC to be used for backup monitoring for other 
competitive central stations during the COVID-19 Pandemic.   

 NMC has two fully redundant Monitoring stations; one located in Lake Forest, California and another in Irving, Texas. Each location is 
UL listed for burglary & fire and FM approved at all NMC monitoring stations. In April 2020, we were awarded UL827B certificate of 
compliance for Managed Video Services through the use of command and control in accordance with the requirements outlined in UL 
827B Thi li ti d id th i COVID 19 d i d d t t it t ti t d h
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827B. This listing was approved amid the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and demonstrates our capacity to continue to grow and reach 
our business goals as well as the unique demands of prospects.   

 With multiple back-up generators and 4 monitoring servers at each location, NMC doubles both UL and FM requirements in these 
listing areas. In fact, we exceed the UL requirements on many levels that are not limited to our emergency power by having all 
emergency lighting on UPS power for carry-through and drastically exceeding the UPS runtime requirements. Although we are only 
required to have a 15-minute UPS pass through, we have built all our monitoring stations to have 4 to 6 hours of pure UPS power 
capabilities.   

 Additionally, NMC goes above and beyond the physical operating aspect and includes a comprehensive cybersecurity component that 
protects and defends the station systems against attacks and failures. This consists of a proprietary and confidential, multi-layered 
defense system to protect against cyber-attacks. NMC has contracted with a Network Operations Center (NOC) that works 24/7 to 
monitor our network activity. The 24/7 NOC monitors and analyzes threats, swiftly identifies unusual network activity, and will take 
immediate action to defend against any threats. Concurrently, NMC’s leadership will be alerted of urgent threats. The NOC has spent 
two years learning NMC’s network activity and are well trained and well equipped to identify anomalies and stop threats as they occur. 
The NMC dealers and subscribers can rest assured that our cyber security team and NOC are working hard to ensure their data is safe 
and the network is protected.   

 NMC also offers a high security, high profile and widely popular monitoring service called Netwatch Proactive Video Monitoring (PVM). 
This is a true crime prevention service that provides perimeter protection for facilities of all types and residential fence line security 
such as outdoor yards and homes. Through technology proprietary to Netwatch that is delivered through our proprietary CRATOS 
platform, our PVM services will detect unwanted activity before threat profiles get close to the protected property. Our intervention 
specialists will issue live, personalized audio warnings over a broadcast system installed at the location directed at the criminal 
threats. These individuals will be instructed to leave immediately and if they fail to comply, immediate action will be taken through the 
dispatch request for local law enforcement or contracted private security detail.  NMC has five (5) PVM monitoring stations located 
around the world (Ireland, UK, Texas (2) and California). Each of these PVM monitoring stations provide disaster recovery and 
redundancy to ensure uninterrupted PVM services. We were the recipient of the inaugural TMA Marvel Award for this service and 
proprietary offering.   

 Disaster recovery is an integral part of our daily inner workings. The goal is to systematically operate in a way that allows us to 
speedily recover from any circumstance that would interrupt monitoring continuity. We consider the disaster recovery element in every 
aspect of our workings, from the physical aspect to technology, as well as the human element.   

Lastly, we have a dedicated budget for technical education to enable our engineers and technical teams to attend trade shows, 
relevant training programs and new technology educational programs to stay current on the latest leading-edge innovations. We make 
it a priority to make these opportunities, resources, and tools available to all our employees. At NMC, there are no shortcuts allowed 
when it comes to building comprehensive redundancy plans and the perpetual enhancements we make upon existing plans. This is 
something that we will never stop and will continue to reinforce and build year over year.
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Q6

USE OF TECHNOLOGY - Explain how technology is used to support business intelligence for monitoring operations;
customer support; training; sales and marketing; HR; accounting; and, end users/subscribers. (10%)

NMC uses several Business Intelligence systems to manage the monitoring operations and most of all, our business operations. 
Internally, almost all of NMC’s Business Intelligence systems are developed by NMC’s internal development teams who are working 
around the clock in Ireland, the UK and the US. NMC’s Reporting and Business Intelligence System (RBIS) database collects data 
from multiple operational sources and uses the data to analyze, forecast, train, and manage critical business needs. NMC’s customer 
facing suite of apps and RBIS provide portals and software to help NMC Dealers manage every aspect of their business and to help 
promote growth and market expansion.   

 Some of the other technology that NMC uses to help support business operations and business intelligence reporting are listed below. 
These are just a few key examples that have a significant positive impact for NMC Dealers.   

 NMC was a pioneer in the intelligent video services when we introduced our exclusive Netwatch Proactive Video Monitoring (PVM) to 
dealers and integrators in North America. We have invested significant resources in developing innovative technologies like our award 
winning Netwatch Proactive Video Monitoring service which was awarded the inaugural TMA Marvel Award in 2018. This technology 
has grown significantly since we won the award in 2018 and it is now protecting thousands of properties worldwide. This system 
prevents crimes before they occur through a combination of machine learning technology and human intelligence. Our highly trained 
intervention specialists observe potential criminal activity and other potential threats live and issue personalized audio warnings to the 
suspects before a crime is committed. We are not only preventing crimes on an international level but at the same time, substantially 
reducing false alarms rates. These are the significant intelligent innovations that makes NMC stand out as an innovative leader in the 
monitoring business.   

 Additionally, NMC has developed the Netwatch Training Academy for our alarm dealers and Channel Partners. Through the Netwatch 
Training Academy, our alarm dealers and Channel Partners are trained on how to sell, design, install and maintain PVM systems. We 
are finding that our alarm dealer Channel Partners are enjoying great success with the Netwatch program. Typically, the average 
Netwatch PVM account will deliver the same total RMR as roughly 50 residential alarm accounts.  Those are compelling numbers that 
our alarm dealers and Channel Partners are finding hard to ignore. For example, during the Pandemic, PVM service experienced 
substantial growth. Our service integration with CHeKT, Alarm.com, Numera, and mPERS have also contributed significantly to 
diversification for dealers to grow their video and other services on multiple levels.   

 Tier One Technical Support Services: In 2020, NMC developed an in-house software program to support our dealers with the growing 
demand for after-hours technical support. NMC’s new software program is designed to help dealers reduce the number of after-hours 
“nuisance” calls to their technicians, or to themselves for smaller companies. To help the NMC Alarm Agents navigate the vast array 
of panels on the market, NMC constructed our own alarm panel information database that took over a year to build.   

 Crime Statistics Data Mapping: NMC’s in-house development team is working around the clock to develop technologies to help 
monitor and support business operations. One of the latest programs will help dealers grow their business by providing a crime statics 
dashboard that will help dealers target markets. NMC’s dealer CORE Dealer portal will provide a mapping system showing crime in the 
areas that the dealers serve.   

 NMC is currently working with some of the newest industry technologies such as the TMA IQ Program, AT&T’s First Net Central 
Station program, and the Rapid/SOS services dispatching platform.
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Q7

FALSE DISPATCH PROCEDURES/REDUCING FALSE ALARMS - Explain standard alarm procedures and how your
monitoring center uses technology to reduce false dispatches.  Outline your approach for identifying offenders and
corresponding remediation. If applicable, identify any training programs that you have developed for key stakeholders,
inclusive of employees, end users, or others. (10%)

NMC is fully committed to reducing false alarms and managing excessive alarm activity. Our Alarm Reduction Committee (ARC) 
studies all alarm activity by category and develops actionable plans to reduce false alarms and overall signals. In collaboration with 
the NMC Dealers, the ARC team data mines our alarm history database to identify problem accounts and develop targeted solutions. 
This program helps the NMC Dealer manage their alarm activity, improve the quality of service for their customers, improve account 
retention and ultimately reduces false alarms.  NMC Alarm Reduction Committee (ARC) was responsible to reducing alarm activity by 
48% in 2020.   

Other internal policies include,   

Enhanced Call Verification (ECV) to significantly reduce  dispatches.    

Prior Dispatch suppression which significantly reduces the number of repeat dispatches for excessive or runaway problem accounts.  

Prior False alarm policy reduces dispatches by not calling within a specific time of a previous confirmed false alarm.  

Video monitoring helps to identify sources of alarms to prevent false dispatches.  

NMC’s exclusive Netwatch Proactive Video Monitoring (PVM) service runs on the Netwatch CRATOS monitoring software platform, 
which is our proprietary suite of software that delivers video monitoring. Netwatch Proactive Video Monitoring leads the industry in 
preventing crime before it occurs, and  helps eliminate costly false alarms, and keep first responders safe.

Q8

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES - Detail how you help employees engage in community activities and causes. (10%)

In light of the horrendous effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic, the NMC Team worked very hard to help our employees, frontline 
workers and our communities. We made significant charitable donations to schools, hospitals, shelters, and local businesses. The 
foundation of the program was to purchase meals and supplies from local family-owned restaurants and companies and donate them to
core causes. NMC’s financial contributions during the past year was approximately 10 times the allocated budget for 2020.  

To help manage, promote, and communicate to our entire staff in a fun interactive way, NMC deployed an internal social media 
platform. This social media type platform was used to support these causes and to post information, create events, track progress, 
interact with all participating employees in a fun productive way in the same manner that we use Facebook and Instagram.
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Q9

METRICS - Identify KPIs and frequency of reporting. Explain how these reports are used to manage day-to-day
operations. (10%)

NMC opened for business in 2001, and from day one we set very high goals for providing high quality, fast and reliable central station 
monitoring services. We wanted to change the culture of the Monitoring industry from being purely reactive with marginal customer 
service to having laser focus on becoming a high-quality customer centric minded organization. This meant allowing operators to stay 
on customer calls for longer periods of time to show them care and empathy during stressful situations. To accomplish this, we began 
recruiting an entirely new breed of alarm agent, changing their titles from Alarm operators to customer service alarm agents. We 
created a more nurturing culture which included designing new KPIs to focus on quality over quantity 100% of the time. We avoided 
KPIs that monitor production which encourage agents to rush through calls and be less helpful when speaking to our dealers and end 
users. Instead, we created the “NMC experience” and developed KPIs focused on a high-quality customer experience using scripted 
actions and tag lines to be used during calls.  NMC created a CSR evaluation program where the trainers listen to calls and provide 
daily feedback and critique to every alarm agent to help teach and enforce the “Quality over Quantity” system.  Agents are required to 
maintain a compliance GPA and the top GPA for the month is recognized and awarded the CSR top score award.   

In-Bound call KPI: NMC’s Two-Ring commitment is something we take very seriously, and we work extremely hard to deliver this 
elevated level of service that no other central station provides. NMC is the ONLY monitoring station that makes this commitment to 
our customers. NMC answers all in-bound calls within 2-rings or less by a live alarm agent over 98% of the time. Additionally, the 
customer will never receive an automated answer attendant when calling NMC. As part of our Service KPI structure, this service is 
tracked in real time as well as historically to identify trends and staffing needs to ensure that we never break that commitment to our 
dealers.    

Queue Call KPI: Queue Call KPI covers how long it takes alarm agents to take calls holding in the queue. These types of calls are 
more specific inquiries such as Testing calls, Elevator emergencies, campus call box emergencies etc.    

Alarm response KPI: Alarm Response time KPI covers how long it takes the NMC Alarm Agent to access an alarm and then how long 
it takes to place the first call. This is tracked in both real time and historically to determine trends and identify staffing needs. KPI on 
this section is expected to hit target 95% of the time.  

Netwatch Proactive Video Monitoring Services (PVM) Response Time KPI: NMC believes that the PVM line of business requires an 
extremely fast response time. This line of business is designed to STOP crime and PREVENT property vandalism and damage. It is 
extremely important to get to these types of video driven signals amazingly fast and do so 100% of the time, anything less is 
considered out of compliance.   

 

NMC’s exclusive Netwatch Proactive Video Monitoring Service (PVM) service electronically detects intruders on camera as they 
breech a perimeter of a NMC Netwatch protected location. Our agents will monitor the activity and issue a personalized audio warning 
designed to startle and deter the crime. This is a service that is stopping crime, preventing property damage, reducing false alarms 
and is really making a positive difference in the industry.   

 

  

 

The Netwacth Proactive Video Monitoring services (PVM) prevented thousands of false alarms in 2020. Out of the tens of thousands 
of actionable video alarms generated by this service in 2020 only 6% resulted in a police dispatch. This means that 94% of the alarms 
where someone was observed, an NMC Intervention Specialists issued personalized audio warnings and successfully deterred 
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thousands of crimes and averted potential property damage by chasing unwanted intruders off the protected premise. This is a 
significant contribution to false alarm reduction and should be recognized as such.   

Reporting KPI results and managing in real time: NMC’s in-house business intelligence systems (RBIS) is the backbone of our 
reporting and tracking of all response time and KPI’s. RBIS is an NMC built software platform that was created and developed by 
monitoring center professionals, so it is very robust and specific to what we need for alarm monitoring. It supports the oversight and 
delivery of the NMC experience and top-level service and response times.  The RBIS system provides real time response time times 
and KPI data which are emailed, posted on our video wall located in the NMC command centers and provides a real time overview of 
all KPI’s and active alarm and call activity. Reports are sent out each morning highlighting the results and highlighting areas out of 
compliance and broken down in 30-min intervals. NMC’s business Intelligence reporting systems (RBIS) also sends the operations 
management team and company executives an email every 30 minutes that outlines the real time KPI results and performance. This 
gives the management team the ability to adjust on the fly as needed to make sure we react to weather and other emergency events 
that impact response time performance.  The team often responds after hours, weekends and holidays to ensure that NMC’s service to
our dealers and their customers never suffers.   

Service Based Quality Control: NMC’s business intelligence reporting software (RBIS) is also the back-bone software that is used to 
document and categorize discrepancy data that is called in from dealers or customers.  NMC tracks all complaint calls or discrepancy 
tickets and once the ticket is entered into the RBIS system is assigned to a Dealer Relations Representative. All tickets are 
investigated and responded to within 24 hours by our dealer relations team who discusses the investigation results with the alarm 
dealer who opened the ticket. The performance results are then automatically assigned to the Training leadership team to identify 
trends and strategies to improve quality and efficiency within the training curriculum. The final step needed before a ticket can be 
closed is the Executive review phase where all tickets are reviewed in our weekly leadership team meetings for oversight and 
awareness.

Q10

EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION - Explain your center’s approach for recognizing employee excellence in areas of
productivity, Q/A scores, attendance, etc. Provide information on any employee referral programs and retention bonus
programs. (5%)

Employee Recognition is greatly valued by NMC. The strategic approach of the NMC Employee Recognition program is to tie NMCs 
culture and chief objective to deliver a “Quality over Quantity” service system and to have a well-structured formalized Employee 
Recognition Program.  The Employee Recognition program is structured to teach, train, and guide all NMC employees to follow a 
Quality over Quantity service-based system. NMC’s, business intelligence systems (RBIS) track’s the employee performance in the 
most effective components of this systems and recognizes when employees hit KPI targets in these key areas.  Then a variety of 
very effective and targeted recognition systems are deployed. The recognition strategies range from a variety of public 
announcements, personalized and monetary acknowledgements, lunches, dinners, and certifications of accomplishment.     

Employee Retention is one of the key components of our Employee Recognition Program. NMC tracks key tenure milestones and life 
events such as birthdays, anniversary dates, and will acknowledge these types of employee milestones to demonstrate NMC’s 
appreciation and recognition of our employees. One of the ways we do this is by providing a monthly employee appreciation lunch to 
all NMC employees and their families. As part of the event the management team will announce all the winners and great things that 
happen that month. The Employee Appreciation lunch has proven to be a strong anchor in building a team approach and really 
boosting employee morale and engagement. NMC’s Lake Forest, CA headquarters campus has a BBQ, ping pong tables, bocce ball 
and golf putting green. During our Employee Appreciation lunch events we will use the campus amenities to promote team engagement
and make a fun enjoyable experience for the NMC employees and their families who are always invited. Often the employee’s children 
will come out for lunch and participate in the fun and games.
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Q11

QUALITY OF RECORDS (Alarm history, recordings, etc.) - Detail your center’s records retention process, including its
approach for alarm history and phone calls. Explain how you use history to evaluate current challenges, productivity, and
effectiveness. Lastly, how is history used to understand current business, customers, and employees? (5%)

NMC believes that it is of the utmost importance to have a robust record retention policy.  The alarm history at NMC is retained 
indefinitely and has never been purged from our database and is available to all NMC dealers through the NMC Dealer portal and dealer 
apps. NMC’s recorded voice calls are maintained for five years and made available to all NMC Dealers. NMC call records are also 
retained indefinitely.  

 NMC’s training team uses recorded calls and alarm history to evaluate, teach and train alarm agents as a primary evaluation tool. 
Alarm history is used to study alarm agent logging to identify compliance issues and maintain the NMC Quality over Quantity service 
system. This information is also used for the CSR evaluation program where calls are graded every day and alarm agent feedback and 
critique are provided in a formalized evaluation program. The training team also uses alarm history and recorded calls to help guide 
improvements in the training curriculum and processes.  

NMC’s Alarm Reduction team uses alarm history to track and identify accounts generating excessive alarm signals and false alarms. 
This team studies trends and works on strategies to combat industry challenges and problematic accounts. This team was able to 
reduce alarm traffic by an outstanding 48% in 2020.  

NMC’s Dealer Relations Team uses alarm history to study account attrition and works with alarm Dealers to help them improve their 
account retention systems. Our dealer relations team also works with all our Industry associations to help with industry projects. 
Several members of the NMC management and sales team sit on industry boards such as TMA and local alarm association boards to 
help the industry remain strong and resolve industry challenges. The dealer relations team also uses history to study account trends 
and performance and works to help dealers identify services that they can sale to their customer or solve customer challenges.

Q12

RELATIONS WITH AHJs - Explain how your monitoring center works with public safety to increase effectiveness,
reduce false alarms, and increase awareness of industry trends, technology, and contributions. (5%)

NMC believes that building and maintaining good relationships with First Responders is paramount to our joint mission of protecting 
citizens’ lives and property. NMC proudly works as an advocate within the industry. We work to develop and maintain a direct 
relationship with chiefs of police, communicate and advocate for better ordinances, as well as volunteer and participate in many 
industry associations at the national, state, and local levels. NMC is also very committed to the ASAP to PSAP program that helps 
save resources for participating PSAPs. We also support SIAC with ongoing monthly financial contributions, but more than that, we 
closely follow their activities and support their initiatives any way that we can. We also nurture relationships with associations such as 
the California Alarm Association where we actively support their scholarship initiative for children of First Responders. We do the same 
in Orange County, CA for the Orange County Alarm Association, where we contribute to a scholarship program for children of First 
Responders. We have members of the NMC team who teach false alarm classes at some of our local agencies. Our involvement with 
Responding Authorities has been ongoing and positive. As part of our community outreach initiative and to foster closer relationships 
with local law enforcement agencies, we also host Alarm School classes at the Irvine Police Department (Orange County, CA) to 
educate the public on alarm systems and how to avoid false alarms. The participants of these classes are those who have 
experienced false alarms themselves. After they attend these classes, the Irvine PD will void the fees associated with false alarms. 
Such participation allows us to continue to build close relationships with our local law enforcement authorities and, by extension, 
communicate and connect with the end-users directly.
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Q13

BUSINESS STRATEGY/CUSTOMER RELATIONS - How do you approach and manage communications with your
customers? Share how your center solicits voice of customer?  How do you keep them apprised of business
developments, advancements, and new products or services? (5%)

NMC’s Dealer Relations and Dealer Developments chief goal is to help our dealers grow and conquer industry challenges. NMC is their 
“Trusted Advisor” who will help them navigate all industry challenges and all relevant aspects of their business and help position them 
for growth and stability.  NMC has a highly trained and experienced team of dealer relations representatives who communicate with our 
dealers and vendors every day. The Dealer Relations team studies industry market trends, technologies, best business practices and 
works directly with dealers to help them grow. This team monitors account growth and attrition and provides dealers with NMC’s 
executive summary reports which are discussed with every dealer. The team is tasked to contact every alarm dealer no less than 
twice a year to demonstrate that we care about them and to ensure they know that they have a trusted advisor with NMC who will help 
them in any way possible.

Q14

ENGAGEMENT WITH INDUSTRY GROUPS - Identify relevant industry association memberships that you center
maintains.  How does your company participate in or contribute to these associations? (5%)

NMC believes that being entrenched in key industry groups is an important aspect of nurturing collective growth and prosperity of our 
shared industry. Currently, we are involved in numerous national associations including TMA, ESA, NFPA, SIA, PSA Security Network 
and over 30 local associations and maintain a great relationship with many area police chiefs. Our VP of Proactive Video Monitoring 
Sales, Nicola Oakie, is active as one of the Board of Directors for Partnerships for Priority Verified Alarm Response (PPVAR). Our 
Northeast Regional Sales Manager, Julie Robillard is also the President of New England Alarm & Controls Council (NEACC). 
Additionally, our West Coast Regional Sales Manager, Tatiana Abramek is active on a local CAA chapter board while our Texas 
Operations Manager, Tynean Johnson, is on the NTAA Board of Directors.   

NMC supports the TMA: Most recently NMC’s President and co-founder Woodie Andrawos was appointed the chair of the TMA’s 
Contract Monitoring Committee. Grant Graham, NMC’s Vice President of Proactive Video Monitoring services now sits on TMA’s 
Video Committee.
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Q15

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Over the past year, we believe NMC has demonstrated significant dedication and commitment to the industry while providing high-
quality professional services, industry leadership, and educational efforts. We have also focused on innovation, delivering new 
technologies and services highly valuable to our partners. We’ve appreciated the opportunity to be honored as a top monitoring 
provider by TMA over the years. Still, we believe our current strategies and commitment to our business and partners in the past year 
positions us as the monitoring provider that stands above the rest. Below, we outline some of the reasons why.
 
NMC started 2021 off strong, even as we continued to navigate the operational impacts caused by COVID-19. NMC’s dealer 
development teams focused heavily on strategies to stimulate dealer growth in new and existing markets, boost dealer stability and 
business efficiencies, and spearhead the development of innovative technologies to improve monitoring services and end-user 
experiences. NMC also worked with dealers, integrators, and the alarm monitoring industry partners to adopt and promote relationship 
building with these communities. We came together to develop best practices and protect our industry from creating a better path 
forward.
 
NMC also focused on innovation in 2021. The Netwatch proactive video monitoring service continued to grow, driving dealer growth in 
new markets, and increased and more stable RMR. Our proactive video technology is also significantly reducing false alarms and 
preventing crimes. NMC is committed to doing what is needed to ensure that our industry advances and thrives in new markets and 
fully prepares for the future.
 
The NMC family is incredibly proud of our work, partnerships, and ability to protect our customers especially considering the 
challenges we have all faced over the past two years. As we celebrate 20 years of NMC, we would be honored to win this year’s 
award. It would serve as a reminder of all we’ve accomplished throughout our history.
A Look Back: 2021 in Review 

In 2021, NMC celebrated 20 years in business. As part of the celebration of our history, we embarked on a strategic branding and 
marketing campaign that included developing modernized company logos, refreshed websites, and brand updates to reflect the 
changing security environment. The company structure was also refined to support every aspect of the industry. Today, the Netwatch 
Group has two U.S.-based entities: Netwatch North America supporting all U.S. proactive video monitoring services, and NMC, which 
promotes worldwide contract monitoring services. 

NMC continued to support the TMA and our industry by renewing all association memberships to demonstrate our ongoing support of 
industry regulations, education, and lobbying. We also made significant financial donations to industry causes; and continued to 
volunteer on industry boards and committees. NMC Is pleased to have the following team members serve on the following industry 
boards: Mark Matlock, Vice President of Sales serves as the VP of the South Texas Alarm Association Board; Tatiana Abramek, 
Regional Sales Manager serves as Treasurer for the Orange County Alarm Association Board; Nicola Oakie, Vice President of Sales 
for Proactive Video Monitoring serves as Secretary for the Partnership for Priority Verified Alarm Board (PPVAR); Tynean Johnson, 
Texas Operations Manager serves as Director on the North Texas Alarm Association Board and Julie Robillard, Regional Sales 
Manager for the East Coast serves as President of the New England Alarm & Controls Council. NMC also supported key industry 
events including the ESX Virtual Conference, the CAA Palm Springs Event and December Events, the NEACC Contractors Expo, the 
Alarm Connections Partner Conference, the TBFAA event in October, the NEACC Fall Classic Golf Outing – as well as a few other 
events throughout the year. The effort demonstrated NMC’s ongoing significant level of support and commitment for our industry 
events and associations. 

NMC became certified on the newest accredited programs, such as the TMA IQ Certified program. A FirstNet Certified company, NMC 
continued its support of the TMA Five Diamond program for Certified Alarm Agents while progressing on the ASAP/PSAP integrations. 
We are fully equipped to monitor alarm signals from third-party vendors who provide alternative communication platforms and 
applications. NMC is also the only contract monitoring center with UL827, UL827A, and UL827B listings, which covers all traditional 
monitoring service certificates and certifications to monitor video and managed services, remote monitoring, and hosted monitoring.  
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In an independent survey conducted by Security Sales & Integration, NMC was awarded three top service awards. The survey asked 
vital industry stakeholders to rate various services, and NMC was the most highly recognized monitoring center. NMC was the gold-
level winner for best Technical Service, silver winner for best overall Customer Service, and Silver winner in best Dealer Programs and 
Incentives. This independent study further demonstrated the high-quality service NMC provides and NMC’s commitment to supporting 
our industry.   
 
In 2021, NMC was the first monitoring center to become UL827A listed. NMC pursued this listing after several other monitoring centers 
asked us to help provide backup monitoring services in the beginning months of the pandemic. We provided operational and technical 
resources to help other centers provide core services. 
 
We also continued our dedication to customer service. NMC has answered all inbound calls in two rings or less for over 20 years. 
However, the top-level performance doesn’t stop there. In 2021, NMC answered all inbound calls within two rings or less 98% of the 
time, answered all emergency queue calls under 40 seconds 93% of the time, and had an average alarm response time of under 15 
seconds.  
 
NMC also developed innovative technologies designed to improve monitoring services in several ways. Each new technology is 
designed to enhance the user experience. Innovations include:
 
• AlarmAccountSMS sends a text message alerting contacts to alarms at their protected sites. Users can view the alarm, create a 
text message thread with other contacts, and send messages requesting a cancellation or an emergency response to the alarm agent. 
Customers can also view account information, update emergency contacts, and contact the service department. 

• NMC Nexus, our advanced dealer management portal includes the ability to send messages to alarm agents handling alarms to 
cancel or elevate alarms. It also incorporates a pre-mover mapping system to see what accounts are on the real estate market and 
crime statistical data to target new accounts. Dealers can also run advanced reports on their activity and perform data changes.

• The AlarmsOnTest URL app empowers end-users and dealers to use a highly advanced testing service. It helps reduce false 
alarms by providing tools that improve communication with monitoring center alarm agents.  

• Netwatch Proactive Video Services is a unique offering that incorporates interactive audio intervention when an alarm occurs. 
When video motion detects a potential incident, an audio warning informs the intruders they are being monitored by a live agent and 
trespassing and ordered to leave the location, or the police will be dispatched. To-date our highly-trained, US-based intervention 
specialists have performed over 100,000 interventions, regularly deterring crime before it has impacted the customer.  In a side-by-side 
comparison with intrusion alarms and video verification alarms, the Netwatch PVM Intervention team was able to reduce calls to police 
by 98% and calls to customer by 96%; only contacting the police when unsuccessful at deterring the criminal and only contacting the 
customer when there is a belief that the person on-site is an employee; zero false calls go to police and zero errant calls to the 
customer.
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